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Modern Gardening Techniques with Soil and Hydroponics is an effective gardening resource for the

21st century gardener. Tackling both soil and soilless cultivation that can be performed through

small scale indoor gardens to medium-sized greenhouses, this book contains essential information

and how-toÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s of indoor gardening and hydroponics that both seasoned and novice

gardeners can take advantage of. Modern Gardening Techniques with Soil and Hydroponics

contains information on horticulture, life cycle and maintenance of annual flowers and vegetables. A

chapter is also dedicated to understanding seeds and seedlings alone, the germination process as

well as methods of storing, maintaining and keeping them of high quality. Create the Best

Environment for Your Crops in Soil and Indoors Gardeners with their own greenhouses are also

provided a checklist for a successful greenhouse gardening, including essential factors such as

climate, temperature control and how to set up a hydroponic system. Indoor gardeners will also find

essential information on container gardening, its requirements and expert tips on keeping the plants

alive and bountiful even when not in garden soil. The book also contains inside information about

water, irrigation systems, nutrients, pH levels and other important factors that plants need to thrive

both in soil and soilless environment. A Book Created for the Modern-day Gardener With generous

tips on modern day for both soil and soilless plant cultivation, the Modern Gardening Techniques

with Soil and Hydroponics is a practical resource designed for this dayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s plant

requirements. This book is a comprehensive guide for the modern gardens, both grown

hydroponically and on soil. Most of all, it is a solid proof that gardening does not have to be difficult

and stressful. Through correct knowledge and putting up the right system, gardening could be one

of todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most inexpensive therapies.
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I'm happy with this book. Plenty of detail for me to start growing virtually any plant anywhere by

growing my plants in a nutrient-rich solution, rather than in soil, and under controlled conditions of

light, temperature, and humidity. (Hydroponics) Also often called aquaculture.Many people are like

me and haven't the space for an outdoor traditional garden, or the conditions are not right for

outdoor gardening. (To hot/cold or to dry/wet)I used this book to start my garden in my spare room

and it's a pleasure tending my plants each day.All in all a well written guide with easy to understand

how-to info. I would recommend this book to those thinking of hydroponic gardening.

This is the best book I've found as far as actual plans and instructions on making simple basic

hydroponic systems. It does not go into detail about feeding and light requirements for specific

plants, but I found it valuable for the detailed system plans and instructions on building them, which I

had not been able to find elsewhere.

Easy to understand information, for a beginner. A good reference book to go back to. Glad I have

this book.

The content of this book is so basic that it could be used as a middle school textbook. There is

nothing actionable in this book and it appears that things were just cut and paste together to fill up

space to make money on Kindle. I do not recommend this book at all!

The book barely mentions hydroponics so that should be removed from the title. The pictures were

taken from Wikipedia. If you're going to write a book, give it your best effort with your own pictures.

Not worth buying.

Not much more than a pamphlet that could be gleaned from wikipedia. Seriously, about 100 words

on "lighting" and "nutrients". Waste of electrons.

Purchased this book for my friend as a gift. She is in to this type of thing and loved the tips and

pictures!
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